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Preface 
 

The AURORA (AUtomotive testbed for Reconfigurable and Optimized Radio Access) 

testbed are currently being developed at University of British Columbia, Department of 

Electrical and Computer Engineering. Radiowize Consulting, Ltd. is providing specification, 

configuration and testing services in support of the installation and commissioning of the 

AURORA Connected Vehicle Testbed. 

The work was conducted by Hamed Noori. He holds a master’s degree related to intelligent 

transportation and has experience with connected vehicle technology. The work was overseen 

by Karl Reardon, PEng, principal of Radiowize Consulting and an experienced telecom 

engineer. In addition, Prof. David G. Michelson at UBC Radio Science Lab, provided 

considerable technical inputs and advice.  
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Executive Summary 
 

AURORA has designated two primary test vehicles: A 2002 Chevy Astro van owned by 

UBC and a 2014 Ford Edge SUV on loan from Transport Canada. Radiowize Consulting has been 

worked and working with AURORA Management Committee to propose, assist in the 

procurement of, install, test and demonstrate connected vehicle devices in these test vehicles.  The 

Connected Test Vehicle (CTV) is going to be used for different transportation related study 

including: wireless communication research (protocols and standards), human factor and human 

interaction study, and software development and implementation of different 

applications/algorithms for future transportations systems. 

For these purposes, the procedure for implementation of a CTV has been divided into four 

main steps:  

i. System Design: In this step, the architecture of a CTV and the required components 

has been defined. For achieving this goal, several possible usage applications and end-

goals of a CTV along with the budget has been considered and the architecture has been 

proposed. The architecture includes four sections: Communication Devices; Displays; 

Sensors; and Other maintenance devices. The detailed information about the procedure 

and the applications of each equipment has been explained in section 1 and 2. 

ii. Hardware and Procurements: In this step, different vendors and equipment has been 

considered and based on the performance, price, and possibility of integration into the 

AURORA testbed. The detailed information has been provided in section 3 and 4 and 

datasheet, quotes and related documents has been attached in appendices section. 

iii. Software Development: One of the main contributions of this work is preparing 

software development environment and basic application for future researcher/student 

to have starting point to develop and implement their own software. This step is under 

development now. Currently, the basic software development environment has been 

prepared and tested for vehicle to vehicle and vehicle to infrastructure application using 

ARADA DSRC equipment. The detailed information is provided in section 5. 
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iv. Installation and Integration: The final step is installation of the equipment in vehicle 

and integrating the equipment into AURORA testbed with collecting data from vehicle. 

The data will be generated from DSRC equipment and integrated sensors onboard. 

After final implementation, the defined application for CTV will be demonstrated in 

AURORA testbed. 
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1. Introduction  
 

1.1. Objective 
 

AURORA has designated two primary test vehicles: A 2002 Chevy Astro van owned by 

UBC and a 2014 Ford Edge SUV on loan from Transport Canada. Based upon requirements 

to be supplied by the AURORA Management Committee, Radiowize Consulting will propose, 

assist in the procurement of, install, test and demonstrate connected vehicle devices in these 

test vehicles. These devices will include wireless transceivers, localization devices, computing 

and data logging devices and display devices. Radiowize Consulting will develop the 

additional software required to integrate these devices and to demonstrate their correct function 

and operation.  

This document has been prepared to provide information about implementing and running 

Connected Test Vehicle, as part of the AURORA Testbed project at University of British 

Columbia (UBC). 

This document is intended to assist AURORA team to define architecture of Connected 

Test Vehicle (CTV) and to identify required equipment for running test using CTV and 

integration in the AURORA Testbed. The report will start with basic information related to 

usage of CTV at AURORA testbed and the require components. Then, it defines the 

architecture and block diagram for installations of elements at the end, the equipment list will 

be provided. Also, the setup for the communication between vehicle is presented in this 

document.  

This document is CTV Interim Report, which will be continued with CTV Final Report 

after installation of required software, configuration and integration with testbed, at the end of 

the project. 
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1.2. What is CTV?  
 

This section provides a brief introduction about a connected vehicle in general and defines 

the objectives for implementation in AURORA testbed. 

A Connected Vehicle (CV) can be categorized in three different levels based on their 

capabilities and the installed equipment: 

 

• Level 1, Transmitter: A vehicle which just can transmit the Basic Safety Messages 

(BSM) including the information about the speed and the location of the vehicle. 

This level can be divided into two sub-categories. The basic category includes a 

separate after-market device which can broadcast the BSM. The next level of CV, 

can have a device with capability to get information (speed, brake status, etc.) from 

vehicle and broadcast it. 

• Level 2, Transceiver:  This level of connected vehicle, not only have the capability 

of transmitting the BSM, it also can get information from surrounding environment, 

from different vehicles and roadside units. This type of CV has the basic level of 

decision making procedures and can provide information to the driver, if necessary. 

The information can be varying from traffic signal status to safety alerts such as 

emergency vehicle approaching and emergency brakes warning. 

• Level 3, Advance System: In this type, there will more advance computing and 

sensor system in the connected vehicle. There will be several sensors integrated 

into one central system. The received information from surrounding environment 

is one of the input of the central system for decision making along with other 

sensors such as LiDAR, RADAR, Camera, etc. The decision-making procedures 

for providing information to the drivers can be more advanced compared to 

previously mentioned types.  

Considering these types of the CVs, the objective of this project is to prepare a test 

vehicle equipped with after-market communication device (DSRC equipment) with ability 

to transmit the basic safety information and also receive the transmitted information from 
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surrounding environment. Also, different types of information presentation approaches to 

driver will be consider. 

 

1.3. Challenges and Strategies 
 

To achieve the primary goals to implement a connected test vehicle, several challenges 

need to be considered such as: wireless communication approaches and equipment, human 

interaction and information display, software development, sensors integration with vehicle 

and equipment installation. 

• Wireless Communication: Detailed specifications of several equipment for DSRC 

devices and different vendors have been considered. ARADA Systems has been 

selected as a primary provider for the DSRC communication equipment. The 

ARADA is providing DSRC gears in different format including small on-board 

units, classic DSRC OBU, and Mirror DSRC with display. 

• Human Interaction: One of the challenges in the connected vehicle technology is 

defining the appropriate way to provide information and alert drivers, in a way that 

be more informative and cause less distraction for driver. In general, interaction 

with driver can be with different display format and also over audio messages. One 

of the main goals in AURORA is to prepare a proper test facility that can help 

researcher to easily perform human factor study. Thus, several types and different 

sizes of displays have been considered and proposed for installing in the vehicle. 

• Software Development: One of the most challenging parts of the CTV is software 

development. The require software in a connected vehicle can be divided into four 

main categories: 1- Sensing Software; 2- Communication Software; 3- Decision 

Making Software; 4- Integration Software. 

The Sensing software is responsible for getting and understanding information from 

the vehicle and surrounding area using various types of sensors and also 

communication devices. The information can be: Vehicles related (speed, location, 
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acceleration, destination, engine status, etc.); Surrounding area (distance to next 

vehicle, traffic signal status, etc.); 

Communication Software is responsible for build a reliable platform to exchange 

messages between vehicles and others. 

Decision making software is responsible for understanding the current status of the 

vehicle and surrounding area and to define what types of message and when should 

be deliver to driver. It also responsible to act in the safety related situation. 

The integration software is a general form for require software responsible for 

integration and interaction of previously mentioned part. These types of software 

need to be develop to connect sensing equipment, communication equipment and 

decision making equipment. 

In this project, the software development will focus on two sections: building the 

communication platform in a way the vehicles can easily transmit and receive 

messages, and next the software to demonstrate the basic functionality of the 

connected test vehicle and the testbed. 

 

The rest of this section will explain the steps and tasks in more details, which includes the 

task those are finished and are in progress to achieve the objectives of the project. Also, the 

deliverable reports will be described. 

 

1.4. Architectural Design  
At the first step, the high-level architecture design of CTV equipment is defined. 

Considering the AURORA testbed goals, the design is done to meet the requirements to 

perform different test and demo applications. Two steps were involved in architecture design: 

first, a study has been done for possible applications of CTV, and second, several equipment 

has been considered for implementation.  
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1.5. Applications Study 
A wide study has been done to identify possible and proper applications candidate to 

evaluate, develop and perform experiment using connected test vehicle at testbed. Various 

applications have been proposed to be implemented in the CTV, including:  

• Evaluating connected vehicles technology applications employing DSRC 

communications devices. 

• Human factor and human interface study. 

• Sensor development. 

 

1.6. Equipment Assessment 
Considering the proposed applications, various equipment is considered. The equipment is 

divided into four categories: 

• Communication Devices 
• Displays 
• Sensors 
• Other maintenance devices 

For each category, Radiowize considered several different options and proposed the 

equipment list. 

 

1.7. Quoting and Procurement  
For each category of the equipment, several different options are considered and the quotes 

are collected from different vendors. Considering the AURORA budget and usage priority, 

final equipment will propose.  
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1.8. Installation and Configuration  
After procurement, the first step is installing the equipment on the vehicle. Some of the 

equipment come as a ready-to-use package (e.g. displays, computer), but some of them require 

additional installation. 

Installation process may contain attaching sensors, electrical connection to the vehicles, 

etc. which may require third party involvement. 

After final installation, Radiowize will configure the equipment and will test their basic 

operation and ensure that the devices are working properly. 

1.9. Software Development  
After finishing the installation procedures and basic configuration, Radiowize will develop 

software for each installed equipment.  

The software will include following functionalities:  

• Generating the basic DSRC messages and broadcasting the information. 

• Collecting generated DSRC data from RSE. 

• GPS location tracking. 

• Video Recording of vehicle’s surrounding environment. 

• Software for operating the sensors. 

• Developing additional software to integrate these devices together, and 

sending/receiving data. 

 

1.10. Deliverable: CVT Report  
After configuration, developing software and evaluating the accuracy of data, by testing 

the applications in different scenarios for the vehicles, and demonstrating the functionality of 

the devices and the operation of the developed integration software, the final report will be 

prepared. The report will include detailed guideline for the developed software, integration 

algorithms, functionality usage, developed applications scenarios.  
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2. Connected Test Vehicle for AURORA 
One of the main components of AURORA testbed is the test vehicles. There will be two 

test vehicles at the AURORA: a 2002 Chevy Astro own by UBC, a 2014 Ford Edge SUV on 

load from Transport Canada. Radiowize proposed the different equipment for the connected 

test vehicle in order to test different applications of the connected vehicles technology and 

meet the objectives of the AURORA testbed. The equipment can be divided into four 

categories (for each category, Radiowize considered several different options and proposed the 

equipment list): 

• Communication Devices. 

• Displays. 

• Sensors. 

• Other maintenance devices. 

 

2.1. Communication Devices 
For DSRC communication, there are couple of major companies those are manufacturing 

DSRC devices. ARADA system (a Lear Corporation company), is the main partner for the 

ACTIVE-AURORA project.  Thus, their product has been considered for the testbed. 

Following devices for performing DSRC communication proposed for procurement: 

• The LocoMate™ Classic OBU. 

• LocoMate™ Mini 2. 

• LocoMate™ ME Mobile. 

 

http://www.aradasystems.com/locomate-obu/
http://www.aradasystems.com/locomate-mini-2/
http://www.aradasystems.com/locomate-me/
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2.2. Displays  
In order to perform human factor and interface study for connected vehicle technology, 

different type of devices has been proposed for implementation in the test vehicles, including: 

Rear-mirror display, small LCD, tablet, etc.  

One of the main focus for displaying information from connected vehicles technology for 

drivers is the rear mirror. Thus, Radiowize proposed following equipment to perform human 

factor study using the rear mirror: 

• ARADA LocoMate V2X Rearview MIRROR 

• JC900 3G Android Google Navigation 

 

In addition, different type of displays also considered for providing the information for the 

drivers, including:  

• Small LCD 

• Portable CAR BOX  

• Tablet 

 

2.3. Sensors 
Sensors are important parts of future driving to provide the real-time information about the 

vehicles’ surrounding environment to drivers and other vehicles. Radiowize proposed using 

sensors to study the possibility of changing sensors information and data in the connected 

vehicles environment. Considering the testbed budget, Radiowize proposed following three 

sensors: 

• VELODYNE Lidar VEL-VLP-16-LITE-M12. 

• MOBILEYE advanced driver assistance system. 

• DELPHI ESR 2.5 

http://www.aradasystems.com/locomate-mirror/
http://www.jimilab.com/products/android-3g-car-mirror-monitor.html
http://www.sonicelectronix.com/item_44784_Crimestopper-SV-8150.HD.html
http://www.jimilab.com/products/jc800-3g-car-box-dvr.html
http://velodynelidar.com/vlp-16.html
http://velodynelidar.com/vlp-16.html
http://www.mobileye.com/products/mobileye-5-series/
http://www.delphi.com/manufacturers/auto/safety/active/electronically-scanning-radar
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2.4. Others Equipment  
In order to run a test with the vehicle and to control the data generation, data collection, 

sensors data, track the locations, etc. other equipment required. Following equipment 

proposed: 

• Laptop: Microsoft Surface Pro. 

• Gateways, Connection to Vehicle’s ECU. 

• Thinkware Full HD, GPS, Alert. 

• Car Camera DP210. 

• Spark Nano 4.0 GPS Tracker. 

 

In summary, the equipment placement should be similar to following figure: 

  

 
 

Figure 1. Connected Test Vehicle Equipment Implementation Drawing  

  

https://shop.openxcplatform.com/ford-reference-vi.html
http://www.bestbuy.ca/en-ca/product/thinkware-thinkware-full-hd-1080p-dashcam-with-2-7-lcd-screen-gps-speed-red-light-camera-alerts-x500-tw-x500/10365658.aspx?path=7d8f3f0db9d881237d001708c8b901a2en02
http://www.spytechs.com/Car-Cameras/Drive-Proof-Car-Camera-DP210.htm
http://www.brickhousesecurity.com/product/spark+nano+gps+tracking+device.do?sortby=bestSellers&from=fn
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3. CTV Requirement  
 

3.1. Overview 
This section provides the requirement that should be considered in CTV. The basic 

functionality will include:  

• DSRC message generation and communication. 

• Installing/running different equipment and sensors on the vehicles: 

- GPS tracking 
- Camera 
- Various Display (mirror, small LCD, Laptop, Tablet, smart phone) 
- Lidar 
- Other sensors (e.g. Advance Driver assistance, Forward Collision Warning, etc.). 

 

CTV should have ability to communicate with RSE and also with NOC. CTV should be 

able to have following capabilities:  

• DSRC: The vehicle should be able to generate and receive the basic DSRC 

message. 

• GPS location: The CTV should transmit its real-time location to NOC. 

• Video Recording: The CTV should record the vehicle surrounding environment. 

• Connection with NOC: The vehicle should be able to communicate with NOC in 

real-time. 

• Receive broadcasted DSRC data and store on on-board computer. 

  

NOC should be able to communicate with Connected Test Vehicles (CTV) and NOC 

should recognize the vehicles’ locations and display it on the map (real-time). Following 

section will provide the requirements for communication between CTV and NOC, and also 

CTV to RSE. 
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3.2. CTV and NOC: 
This section provides the information about functionality of communication between CTV 

and network operation system. The connected test vehicle will be equipped with several 

sensors and communication devices. The vehicle will generate the DSRC data along with other 

types of data which are going to communicate with RSEs. The NOC should be able to 

understand the vehicle’s information and possibly interact with it.  

Radiowize will develop required software to show the vehicle’s information real-time on 

the map at NOC and basic communication between vehicle and NOC and data logging (e.g. 

through internet to track the location, etc.) is one the requirements. 

 

3.3. CTV and RSE: 
The connected test vehicles should be able to communicate with RSE and each other. CTV 

should be able to generate DSRC data at test vehicle and broadcasting it through DSRC. 

Vehicle should also be able to receive broadcasted DSRC data from RSE. 
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4. DSRC Communication Setup for CTV 
This section provides information about using ARADA LocoMate On Board Unit (OBU) 

as a DSRC device for installing in connected test vehicles. First, the information for hardware 

setup will be provided and then steps to connecting OBU to computer, logging on to OBU and 

generating messages will be explained. 

 

4.1. ARADA LocoMate Onboard Unit  
LocoMate OBU provides wireless connectivity in automobile environment with high rate and 

low latency communication between vehicles or between vehicle and road-side unit. It has 

integrated GPS device, which can be used as a navigation device for the vehicle. Figure 2 illustrates 

the basic architecture of the LocoMate OBU. The OBU includes the following components:  

• MIPS processor running at 680MHz 
• Flash – 16MB 
• SDRAM – 64MB 
• Gigabit Ethernet Interface 
• Atheros AR5414 based WLAN Mini PCI 
• Output power at 23dBm 
• Integrated GPS device, with external RF antenna 

 

 
Figure 2. ARADA LocoMate OBU Architecture  
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4.2. OBU Hardware Setup  
Following instruction provide steps to setup the ARADA OBU hardware.  

First, two DSRC antenna should be screwed (DSRC 1 and DSRC 2). Then, GPS antenna need 

to be screwed as well and finally power adaptor should be attached in front of the OBU. In addition, 

there are two USB port that can be used for attaching a Bluetooth device and memory stick to store 

the collected data. For connecting to external host computer, the Ethernet WLAN Port should be 

used which indicated as WLAN at the OBU LocoMate device (left Ethernet port). 

 Figure 3 shows the setup of the OBU.  

 

 
Figure 3. ARADA LocoMate Onboard Unit Setup at RSL@UBC 
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4.3. Road Side Unit Hardware Setup  
In addition to setting up the ARADA LocoMate OBU, in order to evaluate the functionality 

and perform realistic communication scenario, ARADA LocoMate Roadside Unit (RSU), is also 

been used. This section provides a brief information about setting up the ARADA RSU.  

The LocoMate RSU uses Power over Ethernet (PoE) for powering up the unit and the RSU 

packages is delivered with PoE injector. Following process explain how to setup the RSU: 

- Connect AC power cord to PoE injector. 
- Connect Data/out of PoE injector to RSU WLAN port. 
- Connect Data/in port of injector to host computer. 

 

Figure 4 shows the LocoMate RSU setup at RSL@UBC. 

 

 
Figure 4. ARADA LocoMate Roadside Unit Setup at RSL@UBC 
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4.4. Software Configuration  

4.4.1. Network Setup 
In order to establish connection between the host computer and LocoMate, both devices IP 

address should be at the same subnet. The default IP Address of the LocoMate is 192.168.0.40. 

Following steps will illustrates to how to set the IP address at the host computer: 

- Open “local Area Connection Properties” 

- Change the IP address to 192.168.0.xx (Example below is set to 19.168.0.20) 

- To confirm communication between the OBU and computer, use PING command as 

illustrated in Figure 5. 

 

 
Figure 5. Network IP configuration of Host PC and testing the connection to OBU. 
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4.4.2. Logging onto ARADA LocoMate OBU 
The next step is login onto the ARADA LocoMate device. In order to be able to communicate 

with OBU, Telnet protocol will be used. Telnet is a client-server protocol, based on a reliable 

connection-oriented transport. Typically, this protocol is used to establish a connection to 

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), where a Telnet server application (telnetd) is listening. If 

the Operation System (OS) of the host computer is Windows, the Telnet Client should be activated. 

Following steps will illustrate the activation process: 

- Open Control Panel/Program and Features. 

- Click on Turn Windows features on or off link. 

-  Find the “Telnet Client” entry and check the box next to it and click OK. 

- Figure 6 shows the process in Windows 7 OS. 

 
Figure 6. Telnet Client Activations on Windows 7 OS 
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After enabling the Telnet, logging process onto LocoMate OBU could be established. Use 

following command in order to get access to OBU and enter the user name and password (the 

default Username is “root” and the Password is “password”): 

 
 

 
Figure 7. Login process onto LocoMate OBU using host computer.  

  

telnet 192.168.0.40 

Login: root 

Password: password 
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4.4.3. Transmitting Basic Safety Messages using LocoMate OBU 
 

After logging onto OBU, the currently running processes in OBU, can be seen using “ps” 

command ( Figure 8). By default, the ARADA LocoMate OBU has been configured to transmit 

Basic Safety Messages (BSM). The command used to transmit is called “getwbsstxrxencdec” 

which can be seen in Figure 8, with Process ID (PID) = 899 in the OBU setup at RSL@UBC. 

To activate the transmitting the BSM process, following command should be executed (Figure 

9): 

 
 

The mentioned command activates transmitting the BSM with following specifications: 

- Registers and Starts a provider. 
- Starts channel switch between control channel 178 and service channel 172. 
- Transmits the BSM which is encoded in DER on-service channel 172. 
-  Registers a user with PSID = 32 (Hex value 0x20) (default value). 
- With use of option ‘norx’, the application matches its BSM blob temporary id with 

received packets and regenerates the temporary id. 
 

DER (Distinguished Encoding Rules) is one of ASN.1 encoding rules. ASN.1 encoding rules 

can be used to encode any data object into a binary file. The basic encoding rule of DER is that a 

data value of all data types shall be encoded as four components in the following order: 

- Identifier octets 
- Length octets 
- Contents octets 
- End-of-contents octets 

 

/usr/local/bin/getwbsstxrxencdec –t BSM –o NORX –w User -u 2 –x 1 –s 172 –b 172 –e Sign –p 1 –l 

/tmp/usb -f pcap –X TXLOG 
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Figure 8.Using “ps” command to display list of currently running processes on the OBU. 

 
Figure 9. Transmitting Basic Safety Message (BSM) using LocoMate OBU. 
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In addition, Table I  presents the all options for the “getwbsstxrxencdec” application. 

Table I.options for using “getwbsstxrxencdec” application of ARADA LocoMate Onboard Unit 

Option Usages Optio

n 

Usages 

-m Mac Address [xx -j txpower in dBm 

-s Service Channel -M Model Deployment Device ID 

-H CAN Inteface [vcan0/can0/can1] -T Temporary ID control (1 = random, 0 = fixed upper two bytes) 

-b TxPkt Channel -S Safety Supplement (wsmp-s) <0 disable / 1enable> 

-w Service Type [Provider/User] -L Vehicle Length in cm 

-t Message Type 

[BSM/PVD/RSA/ICA/SPAT/MAP/TIM] 

-W Vehicle Width in cm 

-e Security Type [Plain/Sign/Encrypt] -r data rate {4.5, 6.0, 9.0, 12.0, 18.0, 24.0, 27.0, 36.0, 48.0, 54.0} 

mbps 

-D Certificate Attach Interval in millisec should 

be in multiple of packet delay 

-n no argument, and selects no gps device available 

-l Output log filename, (specify path ending with 

/ for pcap format) 

-f Type xml or csv for logging in XML or CSV format. Type 

pcaphdr for only pcap header logging & pcap for full packet 

logging 

-o Tx/Rx Options 

[TXRX/NOTX/NORXALL/NORX/TXRXU

DP/NOTXRX] 

-F frameType for TIM Packet 0-unknown(default) 1-advisory 2-

roadSignage 3-commercialSignage 

-X Logging Options 

[TXRXLOG/TXLOG/RXLOG/NOLOG] 

-A Active Message Status 

-g sign certificate type 

[certificate/digest_224/digest_256] 

-B Port Address for RSU receive from UDP Server 

-p BSM Part II Packet interval (n BSM Part I 

messages) 

-R Repeat rate for WSA frame (Number of WSA per 5 seconds)  

-v Path history number [2 represents BSM-PH-2, 

5 represents BSM-PH-5] 

-G Repeat rate for TA frame (Number of TA per 5 seconds) TA 

is available only if TA channel [-c option] is given 

- k Vehicle_Type (value as per DE_VehicleType) -I IP service Enable 1= enable 0 = disable 

-y psid value (any decimal value) -O Timeout for receiving udp data , in seconds 

-d packet delay in millisec -Y Value 0 = xml-print; Value[1 - 9998] = Display Received 

packet Stats interval in seconds; Value 9999 = Enable Safety 

Alert processing; 
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4.5. Setup up communication between OBU and RSU 
 

In order to evaluate the functionality of OBU, a sample application scenario for using onboard 

units at connected test vehicle, is been performed. In this scenario, the onboard units transmit basic 

safety message (BSM) periodically using IEEE 802.11p at 5.9 GHz and the roadside unit received 

the broadcasted BSM.  

Figure 10 present the hardware setup of the sample application scenario performed at 

RSL@UBC. The setup includes: 

- LocoMate Onboard Unit. 

- Host computer for OBU and transmitting the basic safety messages. 

- LocoMate Roadside Unit. 

- Host Computer for RSU and receiving the basic safety messages. 

 

 
Figure 10. Hardware Setup for sample application scenario using ARADA LocoMate OBU and 
RSU. 
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Software configuration for transmitting the BSM using OBU is set up as explained in previous 

section. In addition, to perform communication between host computer and LocoMate Roadside 

Unit, the same procedure which used in configuring the OBU, is applied. To use the RSU as a 

receiver, first the currently running process in the RSU should be terminated using “kill” comment. 

Then, receiving process (“getwbsstxrxencdec”) should be executed. Following commands 

summarized the process: 

 
Once the receiving process started using the host computer and RSU, the received BSMs will 

be printed on the console using XML format. Figure 11 shows an example of the received packet.  

 
Figure 11. Received Basic Safety Messages (BSMs) printed on the console at the sample 
application scenario. 

> Telnet 192.168.0.40 

> Login: root 

> Password: ** 

> ps            // to find the currently running process PID. 

> kill <PID value> 

> /usr/local/bin/getwbsstxrxencdec –t BSM –o NOTX –w User -u 2 –x 1 –s 172 –e Sign –p 1 –l /tmp/usb -f 

pcap –X TXLOG 
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In addition, at the end of communication scenario, the statistics of the results will be 

provided. Figure 12 displays and example results about statistic. 

 

 
Figure 12. The statistics of the transmitted and received packets. 
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5. Appendix  
This section provides the list of the proposed equipment, datasheets and prices for 

connected test vehicle.  

Proposed CTV Equipment 
Sub-Category 

Total 
Price Quantity Total Price 

     

DSRC Equipment  6000    

The LocoMate™ Classic OBU  

 1300 2 2600 

LocoMate™ Mini 2  

 1700 2 3400 

LocoMate™ ME Mobile 
 1450 0 0 

 SAVARI MobiWAVE 

    

Rear Mirror 3600    

LocoMate™MIRROR  1500 2 3000 

JC900 3G Android Google Navigation  300 2 600 

     

Camera/GPS/LCD/Internet 2500    

Portable CAR BOX   280 2 560 

Car Camera DP210  550 2 1100 

Small LCD  100 2 200 

Thinkware Full HD, GPS, Alert  280 2 560 

     

Laptop 2500    

Microsoft Surface  1500 1 1500 

MacBook Air  1300 0 0 

Tablet (mobile applications tests)  1000 1 1000 

 

http://www.aradasystems.com/locomate-obu/
http://www.aradasystems.com/locomate-mini-2/
http://www.aradasystems.com/locomate-me/
http://www.savari.net/technology/on-board-unit/
http://www.aradasystems.com/locomate-mirror/
http://www.jimilab.com/products/android-3g-car-mirror-monitor.html
http://www.jimilab.com/products/jc800-3g-car-box-dvr.html
http://www.spytechs.com/Car-Cameras/Drive-Proof-Car-Camera-DP210.htm
http://www.sonicelectronix.com/item_44784_Crimestopper-SV-8150.HD.html
http://www.bestbuy.ca/en-ca/product/thinkware-thinkware-full-hd-1080p-dashcam-with-2-7-lcd-screen-gps-speed-red-light-camera-alerts-x500-tw-x500/10365658.aspx?path=7d8f3f0db9d881237d001708c8b901a2en02
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Other 15740    

Lidar for SUV  12000 1 12000 

Delphi Radar ESR  8000 0 0 

Mobileye (Forward Collision Warning, etc.)  1300 1 1300 

Gateways, Connection to Vehicle’s ECU  160 4 640 

ADAS+ Advanced Driver Assistance 

System  
 900 2 1800 

 

 

Proposed CTV Components: 

 Prices 

DSRC Equipment: 6000 

Rear Mirror: 3600 

Camera/GPS/LCD/Internet: 2720 

Laptop: 2500 

Other: 15740 

Total = 30560 
 

 

http://velodynelidar.com/vlp-16.html
http://www.autonomoustuff.com/product/delphi-esr-2-5-12v/
http://www.mobileye.com/products/mobileye-5-series/
https://shop.openxcplatform.com/ford-reference-vi.html
http://www.brandmotion.com/brandmotion-advanced-driver-assistance-system-adas-1000.html
http://www.brandmotion.com/brandmotion-advanced-driver-assistance-system-adas-1000.html


LocoMate™ OBU  |  On-Board Unit

DATA SHEET | LocoMate™ OBU

Fueling Advanced Intelligent
Transportation Systems

Product Highlights
An integration of GPS and Wi-Fi, LocoMate™ OBU is ideal for telematic applications by allowing vehicles on 
the road to talk to each other or to another road side unit. It is fully compliant with Omni-Air’s certification 
and is used in worldwide deployments including the US Department of Transportations’ Safety Pilot in Ann 
Arbor, Michigan. Product applications include: Collision Avoidance, Emergency Vehicle Management,Train 
Crossing, Tolling, Commerce Applications ($), Truck Platooning, Taxi Management and Geo-Fencing.

LocoMate OBU comes in a small form factor for in-vehicle deployment and comes with a full DSRC WAVE 
software solution and applications for integration with Smart Phones to ease the human-user-interface.  
The solution comes integrated with GPS (with better than 1 meter accuracy), Bluetooth and high-power 
802.11p radios.

Key Benefits
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environment
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Systems

applications
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between service users

- TX power control per packet
- Data rate control per packet
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DSRC Radio

GPS Device

Bluetooth
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Multi-channel operation

Supplementary 802.11 MAC features
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safety messages and SCH  
for IP data

Output Power

Platform

Database Configuration

Platform

Channel Access

Channel Switching

configurable channel access parameters

Interactive Communication

Network Protocol

Network Configuration

US DOT VAD spec

GPS Applications

Security

encryption and decryption of messages

Message Logging

Ethernet packets

 

LEDs

Software Development Kit

message formats: BSM, SPAT, MAP, TIM

extraction

Data and Management Planes

(WSMP) support

Channel Bandwidth

Shared Library

support for application development

Applications Support

Certificate Management

Specifications DATA SHEET | LocoMate™ OBU

Rates 6M 12M 18M

TCP

UDP

TCP UDP

6M

12M

18M 

16.6 18.661

26.022

DSRC Channel Support

180

182

181



© 2012 Arada Systems. All rights reserved. Arada Systems, the 
Arada Systems logo and LocoMate are either registered trademarks 

countries. All other trademarks are the trademarks of their respec-
tive owners. Specifications and product availability are subject to 
change without notice. 

Part Number OBU001-812www.aradasystems.com

Ordering Information
LocoMate Standard 200 OBU-On-Board Unit

200: Standard OBU

11)
sales@aradasystems.com

About Arada Systems
Arada Systems is a leader in technologies meant for 
vehicle-based communication networks, particularly 
for applications such as toll collection, vehicle 
safety services, and commerce transactions via 
cars. LocoMate™ is being evaluated for real-time 
communication between vehicles and roadside 
access points or other vehicles creating a real-time 
public safety network.

TCP (Mbps) UDP (Mbps)

 

 

 
with periodic channel switch 8.6

Plain  
Decrypted

Average packet interval with 100 mS 
transmit periodicity 102 mS 112 mS

Latency 2 mS 10 mS

802.11p Radio Specifications

Modulation Data Rate TX RX

BPSK

18 Mbps

Other Specifications

Antenna Interface SMA Connector

Operating Temperature

Channel Bandwidth

Specifications DATA SHEET | LocoMate™ OBU



 

 

Delphi Electronically Scanning Radar 
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SAFETY

 

Delphi has applied more than 20 years of radar experience to 
develop its award-winning electronically scanning radar (ESR). 
Leveraging expertise gained from radar production that began in 
1999, Delphi brought ESR to market at a price that is helping make 
radar-based safety and convenience systems more affordable in the 
automotive market.  
 
Delphi's multimode ESR combines a wide field of view at mid-range 
with long-range coverage to provide two measurement modes 
simultaneously. While earlier forward looking radar systems used 
multiple beam radars with mechanical scanning or several fixed, 
overlapping beams to attain the view required for systems like 
adaptive cruise control, Delphi's multimode ESR provides wide 
coverage at mid range and high-resolution long-range coverage 
using a single radar. Wide, mid-range coverage not only allows 
vehicles cutting in from adjacent lanes to be detected but also 
identifies vehicles and pedestrians across the width of the equipped 
vehicle. Long-range coverage provides accurate range and speed 
data with powerful object discrimination that can identify up to 64  
targets in the vehicle's path.  
 
Delphi's technologically advanced ESR uses proven solid state  
technology plus class-leading performance, packaging and durability  
to offer customers game-changing forward radar detection. The  
quality of data provided by Delphi's system enables powerful  
functionality including adaptive cruise control, forward collision  
warning, brake support and headway alert.  

 
! ! ! ! ESR enables the following features:  
 

• Adaptive Cruise Control with Stop & Go 
o Enhances driver convenience 

• Forward Collision Warning 
o Helps reduce the potential for an accident and injury 
o Helps reduce the potential for property damage 

• Brake Support 
o Helps reduce the potential for an accident and injury 
o Helps reduce the potential for property damage 

• Headway Alert 
o Provides distance information 
o Alerts driver when the preset time-gap to vehicle ahead is violated         
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Delphi Electronically Scanning Radar

! ! ! ! The Delphi Advantage  
 

• Multi-mode, multi-application capability 
o Simultaneous long- and mid-range functionality allows 

one radar to be used for multiple safety systems 
including adaptive cruise control, headway alert, collision 
warning and mitigation and brake support 

• Solid-state Technology 
o No moving parts 
o Extremely reliable 

• Class-leading performance and durability 
o Resistant to vibration and extremely robust 
o Innovative design provides excellent multi-target 

discrimination plus precise range, approach speed and 
angle data 

o Dual-mode classification enhances object reliability 
o Simultaneous Transmit and Receive Pulse Doppler 

(STAR PD) Waveform provides independent 
measurements of range and range-rate and superior 
detection of clustered stationary objects 

• Compact packaging 
o Complete radar module, including electronics, measures 

just 173.7 x 90.2 x 49.2 millimeters including mounting 
features 

o Compact design makes it easier to locate the sensor on 
the vehicle without compromising vehicle styling 

• High value 
o Produced using processes proven in high-volume manufacture of engine control units 
o Proven manufacturing processes increase affordability for high-volume automotive segments where radar 

systems have not previously been available     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dimensions are in millimeters. 

The radar module, including electronics, 
measures just 173.7 x 90.2 x 49.2 millimeters 
including mounting features. 
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Car Camera Touch Screen

 

Car Camera  Drive Proof DP210  Record Interior & Exterior Video , GPS Data, GForce
 

Drive Proof  Car Camera with Dual Cameras
2nd Generation of complete vehicle camera solution that simultaneously captures audio, video and GPS.

Drive Proof advanced Car Camera  This Vehicle Black Box Car Camera simultaneously captures
both  front  and  interior  views  (dual  view  car  camera)  as  well  as  audio,  GPS  data  and  GForce
monitoring.  This  2nd  generation  in  car  camera  system  provides  video  evidence  with  dual  view
cameras. Simply power the car cam with the cigarette lighter adaptor and the unit will automatically
begin recording. The interior view camera offers infrared lighting for low light conditions. Firmware
supports up  to 64 GB SD cards which will allow for a considerable record time. The DP210 is  a
complete vehicle monitoring solution in a compact user friendly device. 

Model: SCIDP210 Special Price: $299.99
   

 

Car Camera  Drive Proof DP210 Advanced Vehicle Recording Solution
 

Commercial Users Law Enforcement Users Government Users
Monitor company drivers

Record vehicle abuse

Capture insurance fraud

Document driving conditions

Record suspect actions

Document driving conditions

Officer Training

Support officer actions

Document driving habits

Record travel paths

Agent training

Record emergencies

 

Vehicle Black Box Car Camera.

Captures video and more with the SCIDP210

You  never  know  when  an  import  event  will
happen  while  driving.  With  the  new  Drive
Proof Car Camera you can capture the action
as  it  happens.  Simple  to  install  and  operate
this  car  camera  is  the  perfect  solution  for
commercial drivers and company owners.
 
Quickly  generate  an  occurrence  report  for
your  insurance company or  law enforcement
officers. A single click generates a report with
all  the  critical  information  that  allows  you  to
add  additional  information  or  details  of  the
driving event. Protect yourself from insurance
fraud or other wrong doers.

The  DP210  Car  Camera  is  the  second  generation  in  advanced
vehicle  monitoring  and  recording  solutions.  Memory  capacity  has
been expanded to support up to 64GB SD Cards. A lock mechanism
has been added to secure the SD Card. The audio tones can now be
completely muted  with  the  integration  of  a  mute  button  on  the  Car
Camera.  Software  improvements  include  a  sort  feature  to  easily
locate recordings and a one click report generator. Satellite view has
been  added  to  the  map  options  and  is  simply  a  click  away  during
playback.

This device offers ease of use while still offering advanced settings to
allow  for  use  in  the  most  efficient  and  effective  manner  for  any
situation.  It  is easily  installed, simply mount the unit by exposing the
adhesive  and  attaching  it  to  the  windshield.  Insert  compatible  SD
Card. Connect the device to power with the included power adaptor.
After setting up the device and recording data, remove the SD card to
playback video on your PC with the included software.
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WELCOME TO THE OPENXC SHOP!

 Menu

HOME / FORD REFERENCE VI

FORD REFERENCE VI

MORE VIEWS

   

$130.00IN STOCK

The Ford Reference VI is an open source “dongle” style

vehicle interface that connects directly to the diagnostic

port in compatible vehicles.

Qty: 1 ADD TO CART

Add to Wishlist

Description

Description

The Ford Reference VI is an open source “dongle” style vehicle interface that connects directly to the diagnostic port

in compatible vehicles. The Reference VI connects to both the CAN1 and CAN2-1 bus pins (and with a small

modification can connect to CAN2-2).  To learn more about the OpenXC VIs available, please visit

http://openxcplatform.com.

Features

Requires no OBD-II cable to connect to the vehicle

Includes Bluetooth (compatible with Android)

Powered from the vehicle and will not drain the battery when left attached

This vehicle interface uses an ARM Cortex-M3 microcontroller (NXP's LPC1769), a dual-channel CAN transceiver from
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Spark Nano 5.0 GPS Tracker
Our Best Portable Tracker - Now Faster, More Accurate and Longer Lasting

World-class tracking whenever and wherever you need it. Locate people, cars or assets in real time.

     Read Reviews Write Review

Powerful and Portable - Use It Anywhere
View Location On Any Smartphone, Tablet or PC
Instant Speed & Location Alerts Via Text or Email
The Best Reporting Coverage in the US On the Verizon Network

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

The Latest
Technology in
Child Tracking
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Spark Nano To
Catch Joyrider

WGME-TV News
13 Track Your
Teen
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Overview
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GPS Platform
Overview

Download:

Manual(/text//content/manuals/spark-nano5-manual-
WEB.pdf)
App(/text//content/software/track-view-app/get-track-
view-app.html)

Spark Nano 5.0 GPS Tracker
Item: GPS-SN5
IN STOCK -  Order Before 4 PM EST And It Ships Today!

$199.95
Sale $129.99 Qty:  1
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Replacement Charging Cable for Spark Nano
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Home Products Tutorial About US Support Contact US Authorized Dealers
 +86 156 2210 3196
 info@jimilab.com

Position: Home / Smart Car Device

JC900 3G Android Google Navigation Rearview
Mirror Monitor

Product Display

   Rearview Mirror Monitor                                                                                                                     

JC900, As a star model for Jimi Electronic, JC600 ( Car Rearview Mirror ) has enjoyed a high popularity since its launch. To cater for
di�erent niches in a variety of di�erent national markets, Jimi today announces its brother model, JC900 rearview mirror. 
  
Similar to its previous generation, JC900 can take input from a separate camera mounted on the rear of the car, which serves as a live
rear view for the driver when the car is in reverse. It also ties to a forward-facing camera that works as an incident recorder in case of
any crash. What makes it di�erent is the additional inward-facing camera, acting as a witness on what happen in the car, and for
driver recognition as well.  
  
Previous version JC600 projects a 5-inch IPS screen at the right hand side. In the new case, JC900 moves the screen to the left side so
as to meet di�erent habits around the globe. 
  
More intriguing feature is that Jimi rear-view mirror runs latest Android system, hosting a variety of useful apps for driving and
entertainment. Its Google map navigation software always transmits turn-by-turn route guidance to drivers. 
  
As usual, Jimi’s rearview mirror can work as a clip-on device, covering the existing mirror, or a complete rear-view mirror replacement
for car. In either case, the device draws power from a wired 12-volt connection to the car. JC900’s low power protection mechanism
would prevent the battery from being dragged out when power is too low.  

                                                             

   Google map navigation

Supported by 3G network, JC900 is available for Google map. 
  

   1080P full HD camera

JC900 ensures �awless 1080P recording quality. 
  

   Glare management

Special designed anti-glare glass protects the driver and improves reaction time, making driving at night safer and more comfortable. 

   Car battery low protection

When car battery is running low, the mirror will cut o� connection to the car battery automatically. 
  

   Bluetooth hands-free

You have no need to �ddle around with your mobile phone when answer calls.

 Description  Speci�cations

SMART CAR DEVICE

GPS Tracking Device

Smart Car Device

Smart Home Device

GPS Platforms

JC800 3G Android G
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Phone f
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Sensor:

Laser:

Mechanical/

Electrical/

Operational

Output:

 
   
ï Time of flight distance measurement with calibrated reflectivities
ï 16 channels 
ï Measurement range up to 100 meters
ï Accuracy: +/- 3 cm (typical)
ï Dual returns
ï Field of view (vertical): 30° (+15° to -15°)
ï Angular resolution (vertical): 2°
ï Field of view (horizontal/azimuth): 360°  
ï Angular resolution (horizontal/azimuth): 0.1° - 0.4°
ï Rotation rate: 5 - 20 Hz  
ï Integrated web server for easy monitoring and configuration

ï Class 1 - eye safe
ï 903 nm wavelength 

ï Power consumption: 8 W (typical)
ï Operating voltage: 9 - 32 VDC (with interface box and regulated power supply)
ï Weight: 830 grams (without cabling)
ï Dimensions: 103 mm diameter x 72 mm height
ï Shock: 500 m/sec² amplitude, 11 msec duration
ï Vibration: 5 Hz to 2000 Hz, 3G rms
ï Environmental Protection: IP67
ï Operating temperature -10° to +60° C
ï Storage temperature - 40° to +105° C

ï Up to 0.3 million points/second 
ï 100 Mbps Ethernet connection
ï UDP packets containing
 - Distances
 - Calibrated reflectivities
 - Rotation angles
 - Synchronized time stamps (μs resolution)
ï $GPRMC NMEA sentence from GPS receiver (GPS not included)

Specifications:

www.velodynelidar.com

Velodyne LiDAR, Inc.
345 Digital Drive, Morgan Hill, CA 95037

lidar@velodyne.com

408.465.2800

VLP-16

Real-Time 3D LiDAR

The VLP-16 provides high definition 3-dimensional information about the surrounding environment.

Puck 
™

CLASS 1 LASER PRODUCT



www.velodynelidar.com

Our Lightest Sensor Ever 
Velodyne LiDAR’s Puck LITE is a lighter weight version of the VLP-16 Puck for applications 
that demand a lower weight to meet their requirements.  The Puck LITE has identical 
performance to the VLP-16, the only difference is the weight of 590 g vs. 830 g for the 
latter.  No other changes have been made to the Puck LITE as it retains its patented 360° 
surround view to capture real-time 3D LiDAR data that includes distance and calibrated 
reflectivity measurements.

Unprecedented Field of View and Point Density

The Puck LITE has a range of 100 m with dual return mode to capture greater detail in the 
3D image while the power consumption is approximately 8 W.  A compact footprint 
(Ø103mm x 72mm) and an industry leading weight of 590 g for a LiDAR sensor with high 
resolution makes it ideal for UAV/drone and mobile applications in the areas of 3D 
mapping/imaging, inspection and navigation.

The Puck LITE supports 16 channels and generates approximately 300,000 points/second 
from a 360° horizontal field of view and a 30° vertical field of view  (±15° from the horizon)  
The Puck LITE has no visible rotating parts and is encapsulated in a package that allows it 
to operate over a wide temperature range (-10°C to +60°C) and environmental conditions 
(IP67).

Puck LITE™

Puck LITE

DIMENSIONS

M12 CONNECTOR ON SENSOR SIDE

2X    .16 FEATURES
FOR 5/32in. PINS

7/32in.   5.5mm

88.9mm
3.50in. 0°

90°

1/4-20 MOUNT       
9/32in.  7.1mm

12.7mm MAX
0.50in. MAX

12.7mm MAX
0.50in. MAX

103.3mm
   4.07in.

∅

∅  

OPTICAL 
CENTER

37.8mm
1.49in.

18.8mm
0.74in.

12.7mm MAX
0.50in. MAX

71.7mm
2.82in. 

38.1mm
1.50in. 

ACTIVE AREA
FULL 360°

www.velodynelidar.com

Security Industrial MappingUAV Robotics Automotive

Puck LITETM

LIGHT WEIGHT REAL-TIME 3D LiDAR SENSOR

PHOENIX CONTACT P/N: SACC-M12FS-8CON-PG9-SH

ca. 56

M
12

ø2
0

18

Pin Wire Color Function

8 Black Ground

7 Red +12 V

6 Yellow GPS Pulse Per Second (PPS)

5 White GPS Serial Data

4 Light Orange Ethernet TX+

3 Orange Ethernet TX-

2 Light Blue Ethernet RX+

1 Blue Ethernet RX-



Sensor:

Laser:

Mechanical/
Electrical/
Operational

Output:

 
   
• Time of Flight Distance Measurement with Calibrated Reflectivities
• 16 Channels
• Measurement Range: Up to 100 m
• Accuracy: ±3 cm (Typical)
• Single and Dual Returns (Strongest, Last)
• Field of View (Vertical): +15.0° to -15.0° (30°)
• Angular Resolution (Vertical): 2.0°
• Field of View (Horizontal): 360°
• Angular Resolution (Horizontal/Azimuth): 0.1° – 0.4°    
• Rotation Rate: 5 Hz – 20 Hz
• Integrated Web Server for Easy Monitoring and Configuration

• Laser Product Classification: Class 1 Eye-safe per IEC 60825-1:2007 & 2014
• Wavelength: 903 nm
• Beam Size @ Screen: 12.7 mm (Horizontal) x 9.5 mm (Vertical)
• Beam Divergence Horizontal: 0.18° (3.0 mrad); Vertical: 0.07° (1.2 mrad)

• Power Consumption: 8 W (Typical)
• Operating Voltage: 9 V – 18 V (with Interface Box and Regulated Power Supply)
• Weight: 590 g (without Cabling and Interface Box)
• Dimensions: 103 mm Diameter x 72 mm Height
• Shock: 500 m/s2 Amplitude, 11 ms Duration
• Vibration: 5 Hz to 2,000 Hz, 3 Grms

• Environmental Protection: IP67
• Operating Temperature: -10°C to +60°C
• Storage Temperature: -40°C to +105°C

• 3D LiDAR Data Points Generated:
 -    Single Return Mode:     ~300,000 points per second
 -    Dual Return Mode:       ~600,000 points per second

• 100 Mbps Ethernet Connection
• UDP Packets Contain:
 - Time of Flight Distance Measurement
 - Calibrated Reflectivity Measurement
 - Rotation Angles
 - Synchronized Time Stamps (µs resolution)
• GPS: $GPRMC NMEA Sentence from GPS Receiver (GPS not included)

Specifications:

|    www.velodynelidar.com

Light Weight Real-Time 3D LiDAR Sensor
The Puck LITE provides high definition 3-dimensional information about the surrounding environment.

Product Ordering Information:

Puck LITE

Velodyne LiDAR, Inc.  345 Digital Drive, Morgan Hill, CA 95037   /   lidar@velodyne.com   /   408.465.2800

63-9286 Rev-F

Product 
Name

Puck LITE

Puck LITE

SKU Ordering
Number

80-VLP-16-LW

80-VLP-16-LW-M12

Connector

None

M12 Female

Cable
Length*

-

1.6 m

Cable
Length*

3.0 m

0.3 m

I/O
Connectors

RJ45, GPS and Power

RJ45, GPS and Power

Connector 
to Sensor

None

M12 Male

Included

Yes

Yes

Sensor Interface Box

Copyright ©2016 Velodyne LiDAR, Inc. Specifications are subject to change without notice. Other trademarks or registered trademarks are property of their respective owners. 

CLASS 1 LASER PRODUCT
*Cable Length includes the connector.



LocoMate ME™ |  Mobile DSRC for V2X with External Antenna

DATA SHEET | LocoMate™ ME

Fueling Advanced Intelligent
Transportation Systems

Product Highlights - The First Portable Mobile DSRC Device
An integration of GPS, DSRC, and Bluetooth, LocoMate™ ME is ideal for telematic  and V2X applications by allowing 
vehicles on the road to talk to each other or to another road side unit. It is fully compliant with Omni-Air’s 
certifi cation and is used in worldwide deployments including the US Department of Transportations’ Safety Pilot 
in Ann Arbor, Michigan. Product applications include: Collision Avoidance, Emergency Vehicle Management,Train 
Crossing, Tolling, Commerce Applications ($), Truck Platooning, Taxi Management and Geo-Fencing.

LocoMate™ ME  comes in a mobile carrier form factor for human safety and comes with a full DSRC WAVE software 
solution and applications for integration with Smart Phones to ease the human-user-interface. 
LocoMate™ comes integrated with GPS (LESS than 1 meter accuracy), Bluetooth and high-power 802.11p radios.

Recommended Accessories:  Development Board and USB Power Connector to Power (not included)

Key Benefi ts

Hardware

environment

Pedestrian Safety, Workforce Safety,  
Bicycle Safety, Child Safety and more

bandwidth

need to mount external antenna)

applications

Software

- IEEE 802.11p

- VAD/CAMP

and service channels

between service users

- TX power control per packet
- Data rate control per packet

application development

WAVE Mode

management frames

channel and service channel) using 
single radio

OmniAir
Certifi ed Member

Approved 
US Dept of 

Transportation 
Qualify Product 

List Vendor

The CAR-2-CAR 
Communication 

Consortium 
Member

Dedicated Short 

Communication
802.11p

Intelligent 
Transportation 

Systems America 
Member

WAVE standard Bluetooth
Support for 

Mobile

CAN BUS
SupportSupport



WAVE Protocols

DSRC Radio

GPS Device

Bluetooth

Multi-channel operation

Supplementary 802.11 MAC features

coordination (SSH)

safety messages and SCH  for IP data

Power Supply

Channel Access

Channel Switching

Software Queuing

confi gurable channel access parameters

Database Confi guration

Platform

Interactive Communication

IP Protocols

Network Confi guration

US DOT VAD spec

GPS Applications

Security

encryption and decryption of messages

Message Logging

Ethernet packets

LEDs

Human Machine Interface

Software Development Kit

message formats: BSM, SPAT, MAP, TIM

extraction

Data and Management Planes

(WSMP) support

Channel Bandwidth

Flash/RAM

Shared Library
Applications Shared Library with Windows/Linux 
support for application development

Applications Support

Certifi cate Management

Specifi cations DATA SHEET | LocoMate™ ME

Rates 6M 12M 18M

TCP

UDP

TCP UDP

6M

12M

18M 

16.6 18.661

26.022

DSRC Channel Support

180

182

181



Systems logo and LocoMate™ are either registered trademarks or trade-
marks of Arada Systems in the United States and/or other countries. All 
other trademarks are the trademarks of their respective owners. Specifi -
cations and product availability are subject to change without notice. 

Revision  v2.16-MEwww.aradasystems.com

Ordering Information
LocoMate ME™ OBE-Mobile Portable DSRC Unit

For sales informatiion please contact :
sales@aradasystems.com

About Arada Systems
Arada Systems is a leader in technologies meant for 
vehicle-based communication networks, particularly 
for applications such as toll collection, vehicle 
safety services, and commerce transactions via 
cars. LocoMate™ is being evaluated for real-time 
communication between vehicles and roadside 
access points or other vehicles creating a real-time 
public safety network.

TCP/UDP Throughput in Diff erent Channels

TCP (Mbps) UDP (Mbps)

with periodic channel switch 8.6

Average per Packet Latency Values with Diff erent Content Type Messages

Plain Sign/Sign Verify Encrypted/
Decrypted

Average packet interval with 100 mS 
transmit periodicity 102 mS 112 mS

Latency 2 mS 10 mS

802.11p Radio Specifi cations

Modulation Data Rate TX RX

BPSK

16QAM 18 Mbps

Other Specifi cations

Operating Temperature

Channel Bandwidth

Specifi cations DATA SHEET | LocoMate™ ME



LocoMate mini 2™ |  DSRC with External GPS and DSRC Antenna

DATA SHEET | LocoMate™ mini 2

Fueling Advanced Intelligent
Transportation Systems

Product Highlights
An integration of GPS and Wi-Fi, LocoMate™  mini 2 is ideal for telematic applications by allowing vehicles on the 
road to talk to each other or to another road side unit. It is fully compliant with Omni-Air’s certification and is used 
in worldwide deployments including the US Department of Transportations’ Safety Pilot in Ann Arbor, Michigan. 
Product applications include: Collision Avoidance, Emergency Vehicle Management,Train Crossing, Tolling, 
Commerce Applications ($), Truck Platooning, Taxi Management and Geo-Fencing.

LocoMate™ OBU comes in a small form factor for in-vehicle deployment and comes with a full DSRC WAVE software 
solution and applications for integration with Smart Phones to ease the human-user-interface.  
The solution comes integrated with GPS (with better than 1 meter accuracy), Bluetooth and high-power 802.11p 
radios. Recommended Accesories: Development Board and Cigarrette lighter adapter (not included)

Recommended Accesories: Development Board and Cigarrette lighter adapter (not included)

Key Benefits

Hardware

environment

bandwidth

need to mount external antenna)

applications

Options

Software

- 802.11p

- VAD/CAMP

and service channels

between service users

- TX power control per packet
- Data rate control per packet

application development

WAVE Mode
 

management frames

channel and service channel) using 
single radio

OmniAir
Certified Member

Approved 
US Dept of 

Transportation 
Qualify Product 

List Vendor

The CAR-2-CAR 
Communication 

Consortium 
Member

Dedicated Short 

Communication
802.11p

Intelligent 
Transportation 

Systems America 
Member

WAVE standard Bluetooth 
Support for 

Mobile

CAN BUS 
SupportSupport



WAVE Protocols

DSRC Radio

GPS Device

Bluetooth

using bluetooth interface

Multi-channel operation

Supplementary 802.11 MAC features

coordination

safety messages and SCH  for IP data

Power Supply

Channel Access

Channel Switching

Software Queuing

configurable channel access parameters

Database Configuration

Platform

Interactive Communication

IP Protocols

Network Configuration

US DOT VAD spec

GPS Applications

Security

encryption and decryption of messages

Message Logging

Ethernet packets

 

LEDs

Human Machine Interface

bluetooth interface

Software Development Kit

message formats: BSM, SPAT, MAP, TIM

extraction

Data and Management Planes

(WSMP) support

Channel Bandwidth

Flash/RAM

Shared Library
Applications Shared Library with Windows/Linux 
support for application development

Applications Support

Certificate Management

Specifications DATA SHEET | LocoMate™ mini 2

Rates 6M 12M 18M

TCP

UDP

TCP UDP

6M

12M

18M 

16.6 18.661

26.022

DSRC Channel Support

180

182

181



© 2012 Arada Systems Inc. All rights reserved. Arada Systems, the Arada 
Systems logo and LocoMate™ are either registered trademarks or trade-
marks of Arada Systems in the United States and/or other countries. All 
other trademarks are the trademarks of their respective owners. Specifi-
cations and product availability are subject to change without notice. 

Revision  v2.0www.aradasystems.com

Ordering Information
LocoMate mini2™

 

sales@aradasystems.com

About Arada Systems
Arada Systems is a leader in technologies meant for 
vehicle-based communication networks, particularly 
for applications such as toll collection, vehicle 
safety services, and commerce transactions via 
cars. LocoMate™ is being evaluated for real-time 
communication between vehicles and roadside 
access points or other vehicles creating a real-time 
public safety network.

TCP/UDP Throughput in Different Channels

TCP (Mbps) UDP (Mbps)

 

 

 
with periodic channel switch 8.6

Average per Packet Latency Values with Different Content Type Messages

Plain Sign/Sign Verify Encrypted/ 
Decrypted

Average packet interval with 100 mS 
transmit periodicity 102 mS 112 mS

Latency 2 mS 10 mS

802.11p Radio Specifications

Modulation Data Rate TX RX

BPSK

16QAM 18 Mbps

Other Specifications

Antenna Interface SMA Connector

Operating Temperature

Channel Bandwidth

Specifications DATA SHEET | LocoMate™ mini 2 





10/11/2016 Thinkware Full HD 1080p Dashcam with 2.7" LCD Screen, GPS & Speed/Red Light Camera Alerts (X500) : Dash Cameras - Best Buy Canada

http://www.bestbuy.ca/en-ca/product/thinkware-thinkware-full-hd-1080p-dashcam-with-2-7-lcd-screen-gps-speed-red-light-camera-alerts-x500-tw-x500/10365658.asp… 1/6

Email a Friend   Bookmark

We also recommend

Home (/enCA/home.aspx?path=f9af28b84da40a62feed69e743160ef6en99)  :  GPS, Car Audio & Satellite

Radio (/enCA/category/gpscaraudiosatelliteradio/20004.aspx?

path=f7bc238f91da8cfa7c04513ff960a699en01)  :  Convenience, Security & Collision Avoidance (/en

CA/category/conveniencesecuritycollisionavoidance/484597.aspx?

path=96a784f39f9875a449a9a65f66e648f3en01)  :  Dash Cameras (/enCA/category/dash

cameras/31915.aspx?path=9e88fac008658bab0fba577352cffcd0en01)  :  Product Information

Final Clearance Thinkware Full HD 1080p Dashcam with

2.7" LCD Screen, GPS & Speed/Red Light Camera Alerts

(X500)

Model #: TWX500  Web Code: 10365658

 

$259.97 Free shipping* on orders over $25

(excludes products with scheduled

delivery)

Earn Reward Zone points on all

your purchases

Easy Returns

Sold and shipped by:  Best Buy

0
 

Tweet
 

Like 14
 

 4.0  (28)  Write your review        

1 of 8

� �

Add to Wish List  Add to Price Watch

ONLINE   Delivery to Vancouver Change

Instock
4 remaining  

Add to Cart

Free delivery arrives as early as Oct 19th 

View delivery options

INSTORE   Stores near Vancouver Change

Check other stores   Cannot Reserve

if ordered by 2:00

PM PDT. 

$99.99 $39.99
Save: $25

Sale Ends: October

13, 2016

$29.97 $69.97 $99.97

Overview Details & Specs

(/order/basket.aspx?
path=473460dfb664fdfbd66f0195072ea9baen99)



LocoMate Mirror™ |  Rearview Mirror for DSRC V2X Connected Car 

DATA SHEET | LocoMate™Mirror

Fueling Advanced Intelligent
Transportation Systems

Product Highlights - The First DSRC Connected Vehicle Rearview Mirror
An integration of GPS, DSRC, and Bluetooth, LocoMate™ MIRROR is ideal for safety and V2X applications by 
allowing vehicles on the road to talk to each other or to another road side unit. It is fully compliant with Omni-Air’s 
certification and is used in worldwide deployments including the US Department of Transportations’ Safety Pilot 
in Ann Arbor, Michigan. Product applications include: Collision Avoidance, Emergency Vehicle Management,Train 
Crossing, Tolling, Commerce Applications ($), Truck Platooning, Taxi Management and Geo-Fencing.

LocoMate™ MIRROR communicates using DSRC Wi-FI to receive traffic safety information from vehicles who have 
CONNECTED CAR technology and through Intersections (V2I).LocoMate™ comes integrated with GPS (LESS than 1 
meter accuracy), Bluetooth and high-power 802.11p radios.

Recommended Accessories:  Development Board and USB Power Connector to Power (not included)

Key Benefits

Hardware

Access 

Software

- IEEE 802.11p
- IEEE 1609.2

and service channels

between service users

- TX power control per packet
- Data rate control per packet

application development

WAVE Mode
 

management frames

channel and service channel) using 
single radio

irrespective of traffic conditions

queue

OmniAir
Certified Member

Approved 
US Dept of 

Transportation 
Qualify Product 

List Vendor

The CAR-2-CAR 
Communication 

Consortium 
Member

Dedicated Short 

Communication
802.11p

Intelligent 
Transportation 

Systems America 
Member

WAVE standard 
support 1609.2, 

Bluetooth 
Support for 

Mobile

CAN BUS 
SupportSupport



WAVE Protocols

Frequency

DSRC Radio

GPS Device

Bluetooth

Multi-channel operation

Supplementary 802.11 MAC features

coordination (SSH)

safety messages and SCH  for IP data

Power Supply

Channel Access

Channel Switching

Software Queuing

configurable channel access parameters

Database Configuration

Platform

Interactive Communication

IP Protocols

Network Configuration

US DOT VAD spec

GPS Applications

Security

encryption and decryption of messages

Message Logging

Ethernet packets

 

LEDs

Human Machine Interface

Software Development Kit

message formats: BSM, SPAT, MAP, TIM

extraction

Data and Management Planes

(WSMP) support

Channel Bandwidth

Shared Library

support for application development

Applications Support

Certificate Management

Connected Vehicle DSRC Specifications DATA SHEET | LocoMate™ ME

Throughput Traffic Test Results Half-Rates on Channel 172 (Mbps) Without Channel Switch

Rates 6M 9M 12M 18M 27M

TCP 7.97

UDP 6.99 9.00 12.96

TCP UDP

6M

9M 6.7 7.2

12M 9.8

18M 12.9

16.6 18.661

26.022

27.782

DSRC Channel Support

172

176

178

180

182

177

179

181



Systems logo and LocoMate™ are either registered trademarks or trade-

other trademarks are the trademarks of their respective owners. Specifi-
cations and product availability are subject to change without notice. 

Revision  v2.16-MEwww.aradasystems.com

Ordering Information
LocoMate Mirror™ Rearview Mirror Connected V2X
Part # OBU-212

For sales informatiion please contact :
sales@aradasystems.com

About Arada Systems
Arada Systems is a leader in technologies meant for 
vehicle-based communication networks, particularly 
for applications such as toll collection, vehicle 
safety services, and commerce transactions via 
cars. LocoMate™ is being evaluated for real-time 
communication between vehicles and roadside 
access points or other vehicles creating a real-time 
public safety network.

TCP (Mbps) UDP (Mbps)

 27.780

 

 
with periodic channel switch 6.9 8.6

Plain  
Decrypted

Average packet interval with 100 mS 
transmit periodicity 102 mS 112 mS

Latency 2 mS 10 mS

802.11p Radio Specifications

Modulation Data Rate TX RX

BPSK

16QAM 18 Mbps

27 Mbps

Other Specifications

Operating Temperature

Channel Bandwidth

Connected Vehicle DSRC Specifications DATA SHEET | LocoMate™ MIRROR
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